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Through discussions of (1) ‘Scientific communities
and the growth of knowledge,” (2) “The social
organization of research areas,” (3) “Social organization and the diffusion of ideas,” (4) “Variations in scientific growth,” (5) “Interactions between scientific
communities,” and (6) “The structure of science” an
attempt is made to identify social networks among scientists and to identify the basic components of the
ciological processes of scientific growth. [The SCI®
and SSC/~indicate that this book has been cited in
over 385 publications,)
p
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In the late 1960s, there was little interest in
the sociology of science among
1 American sociologists. Robert K. Merton had published
some seminal works in the field in the late
1~I~4ea!IY
1940s, but he was not actve
in the field at that time. To a considerabfr extent, the impetus for the development of the
sociology ofscientific research specialties and
research areas came from outside sociology,
from works by Derek
J. de Solla Pric& and
3
Thomas S. Kuhn, which were published at
the beginning of the 1960s. Their writings presented models of scientific growth and change
that had important implications for sociological studies of science.
Moreover, Price undertook specifically to
encourage sociological research on these topics by bringing together, at a small conference
in his office at Yale University, several researchers who were beginning to work along
these lines, including Susan Crawford,
Nicholas Mullins, Gerald Zaltman, and me.
Our first studies were intended to show wheth-

er or not a sociology of scientific research
areas was jUstified. Did scientists communicate
with one another about their research? Did
they form social groups in some meaningful
sense of the word? Alternatively, did they
simply read each other’s work without having
8
any personal contact with one another
These early studies revealed the existence
of a distinctive type of social structure that is
described in this book. The emphasis was upon
how scientists communicate and much less upon what they communicate. Consequently,
these studies attempted to identify social networks among scientists. Given the enormous
variation among scientific fields, it seemed important to me to attempt to develop a very
general model that would capture the essentials of the social aspectsof scientific change.
The model was, in a sense, highly speculative.
Our data at the time were very limited, It was
an attempt to guess what the most general
characteristics of the sociological processes of
scientific growth might be.
The model that I presented in Invisible Colleges is not typical of sociological models in
that it deals with chan~esover time. Since social structures in science are continually
changing, the model had to show how these
changes take place, in spite ofthe fact that empirical studies were done at a single point in
time. My awareness of the importance of
changeover time was undoubtedly heightened
by my readings of Kuhn and Price.
Another influence on my work was the study
ofsocial networks, broadly defined, including
studies of communication
4 and influence the
diffusion of innovations,
and C. KadusI~in’s
5
work on social circles. Some ofthese studies,
such as those on the diffusion of innovations,
also dealt with the evolution of social communities Over time.
For the most part, subsequent studies have
substantiated the ideas presented in the
book.’ In 1982 Daryl E. Chubin published a
lengthy bibliography 7and review of research
on invisible colleges.
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